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ABSTRACT 

It is well known that all finite metacyclic groups have a presentation of the form 

The primary question that occupies this dissertation is determining under what 

conditions a group with such a presentation splits over the given normal subgroup 

(a). Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for splitting, and techniques for 

finding complements are given in the cases where G splits over (o). Several repre

sentative examples are examined in detail, and the splitting theorem is applied to 

give alternate proofs of theorems of Dedekind and Blackburn. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

A metacyclic group is a group G in which there is a normal cyclic subgroup A such 

that G/A is also cyclic. Notice that the class of metacyclic groups includes cyclic 

groups. All groups in this paper are finite groups. 

It is useful to establish some notation and parameters for metacyclic groups. 

Throughout this dissertation we think of the metacyclic group, G, as being generated 

by two cyclic subgroups, the given normal subgroup, A = (a), and ajiother cyclic 

subgroup, X = {x). These two subgroups have some cyclic intersection, which may 

be only the identity or may be larger. We let m = jAj and s = \GIA\. For our 

purposes we usually do not want G = /I so we often assimie s > 1. 

It is well known that eill metacyclic groups of this type have a presentation of the 

following form: G = (a,x|a'" = = l,a^ = a""). (For example see Grove [4].) 

We show in Chapter 2 that under these conditions we have some restrictions on the 

parajneters m, r, 5, and t. They are integers subject to the following: gcd(r, m) = 1, 

r' = 1 (mod m), and tr = t (mod m). Throughout this dissertation we refer to this 

presentation as a standard presentation. We do not exclude any groups by choosing 

the parameters so that I <r < m and 0 < f < m, which we do when it is convenient. 

These standard presentations are not unique for a specific group. 

Metacyclic groups axe deceptively simple in appearance, but have surprisingly 

rich variety. Much of the research concerning this type of group deals with split 

metacyclic groups. 

We say a group G splits over a normal subgroup A if there exists another cyclic 

subgroup C, called a complement of A in G, for which G is the semidirect product 

of A and C. Thus A and C generate the group G and their intersection is trivial. 

In this case we cdso say G is a split extension of A by C. 
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There are fajniliar examples of metacyclic groups that split and others that do 

not split. For example, two metacyclic groups with order 8 are produced when m = 4 

and t = s = 2. The two possible actions, a' = a {r = 1) and = a~' (r = 3), 

produce two distinct groups. We can easily see that the first group splits, producing 

a direct product of cyclic groups with order 4 and 2 {{xa) is a complement). The 

second group, however, is the quaternion group of order 8, and it does not split over 

any of its subgroups of order 4. 

The primary goal of this dissertation is to demonstrate conditions that are nec

essary and sufficient for a metacyclic group with the presentation above to split over 

the given normal subgroup A. Notice that if i = 0 (mod m) in the presentation 

above then the group is clearly a split extension of A with X being a complement. 

Throughout this dissertation we usually assume t ^0 (mod m) in the original pre

sentation. Thus the question whether or not the group splits over A becomes the 

question whether or not the generator x can be replaced by another generator c so 

that the relation x'a^ — 1 can be replaced by simply c' = 1. 

We begin by exajnining in detail how the action of x on ^ affects the commutators 

and powers of elements in G. Using a few pertinent observations we then are able 

to answer completely the splitting question for all finite metacyclic groups. The 

proof of the Splitting Theorem results in concise conditions that determine whether 

the group splits or not. These conditions are phrased in terms of divisibility criteria 

relating the orders of A, X, and AnX to the action of x on A. In very general terms 

if the subgroup A is in some sense "large" relative to X then the group splits. On 

the other hand if X is "large" then the group does not split. This is made explicit 

in Chapter 3. We examine a variety of examples in detail in Chapter 4, and apply 

the Splitting Theorem to results of Dedekind and Blackburn in Chapter 5. 
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Basic results from finite group theory are used throughout without specific refer

ence. They can be found in such texts as Aschbacher [1], Grove [4], and Hall [5]. A 

treatment of metacyclic groups with some emphasis on split metacyclic groups and 

the topic of group extensions can be found in Beyl [2]. The author also found it use

ful to investigate examples of metacyclic groups using the program GAP: Groups, 

Algorithms, and Programming [6]. 
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2 BASIC RESULTS 

We begin by establisliing notation and developing a series of basic definitions and 

propositions that describe some properties of products, exponents, conjugation, and 

commutators in finite metacyclic groups. These properties establish the background 

material needed in the proof of the Splitting Theorem in the next chapter. 

We establish notation as we recall the standard definitions of conjugation and 

the commutator, respectively: a' = x~^ax and [a,x] = a~^x~^ax = a~'a^. 

The first proposition restates and proves the restrictions on the paxameters in

volved in the presentation of metacyclic groups that were mentioned in the intro

duction. A similar development can be found in Grove [4]. 

Proposition 1. //G = (a,x|a'" = l,x*a' = L,a^ = a"") is a finite metacyclic group 

with a standard presentation (i.e. |A| = m and \GIA\ = s), then the parameters 

m, r, s, and t are subject to the following restrictions: gcd (r,m) = 1, r' = 1 

(mod m),and tr = t (mod m). 

Proof. Since A is normaJ in G, conjugation by x is a group action (i.e. an automor

phism of A), so we must have gcd (r,m) = 1. Each time x acts on an element in 

.4 it simply multiplies the existing exponent by r, inductively producing a''" = a*"". 

Since 6 A it must centralize a, implying a = a^' = a'"'. This implies r' = 1 

(mod m), i.e. m divides r' — 1. Similarly a' is in X, so x must centralize a', which 

means that a' = (a')^ = (a®)' = a""'. This implies rt = t (mod m), i.e. m divides 

i(r-l). • 

We will be looking at repeated applications of the commutator, so in order to 

streamline the notation somewhat we use the commutator to define specific elements 

of the given metacyclic group in the following definition. 
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Definition. If a and x art the generators of a metacyclic group G define oi = [a, x] 

and ak = [ak-i-,x] for integers k> 1 (i.e. a2 = [[a,x], x], 03 = [[[a, x] ,x] ,x], etc.). 

The next proposition investigates some basic facts about commutators. 

Proposition 2. If G is a metacyclic group with a standard presentation then the 

following hold for any non-negative integer n: 

1. [a,x"] = a""""', 

2. [a;j,x] = [afc,x]" = aj^i, 

3. alx = xalal^y^, 

4. a]J = 

Proof. 

1. Simply notice that [a,x"] = a~^ (a)^ = = a*"""'. 

2. By definition we have [ofc, By induction on n we show that for any 

a € (a), [a",x] = [a,x]". It is clearly true for n = 0 and n = 1. The following 

shows the induction step: 

[q;'*''"\X] = 

= a~^a~^x~^a^ax 

= a~^a~"x~'a"xa[a,x] 

= a~^ [a", x] Q[a, x] 

= a~^a [A, x]" [Q, X] 

= Kxr* .  
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(Notice that the only hypothesis needed for this part is that [a,x] must com

mute with Q, which is certainly satisfied when (a) is normalized by z.) 

3. Notice that for two elements g and h of ajiy group we have gh = hgg~^h~^gh = 

hg[g, /i]. We see that in general the commutator is exactly what is produced 

afi a factor when the product of two elements is reversed. Using this and part 

2 above we see a^x = za]J[a]J,a:] = When we move an x from the 

right side to the left side of a commutator, another commutator at the next 

level is produced, and any exponent on the original commutator remains the 

same on the generated commutator. 

4. We only need to show that ajk = because then we clearly have a]J = 

This is certainly true if fc = 1. The following proves this by induction 

on k: 

Ofc+i = [at, x] 

= 

^(r-l)*(r-l)  

• 
We continue with the following definition. 

Definition. For a prime number p the p-part of a positive integer m is (m)^ = 

where is the highest power of p dividing m, i.e. m = where gcd (j, p) = 1. 
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Next we investigate a couple of useful properties of the binomial coefficient, 

C {n,k), which we define for ail non-negative integers n and k by C(n, fc) = 0 if 

k > n and otherwise: 

C (n, k) = 
ni 

{n — k)\k\ 

Proposition 3. If n and k are positive integers then we have the following: 

1. C(n,A;+1) = C(n — l,fc + 1)-f-C(n — I,A;) 

2. [C (m,fc)) > 
l>«)p 

W p "  

Proof. The first part is a well known result and is easily proved by induction. To 

prove the second part notice below that «iny product of A; — 1 consecutive integers 

(in the numerator) is a multiple of (A: — 1)! (in the denominator).Thus we see: 

/ 

{C{m,k))^ = (?) 

{k-i \ 
n ("I - i) 
i=l 

k-l 

n-
V .=1 / 

a 

The next result examines powers of the element xa. Elements of this type are 

candidates for the desired complements in the Splitting Theorem. 

Proposition 4. IfG is a metacyclic group with a standard presentation and n is a 

non-negative integer then 

1 .  i f r ^ l  t h e n  (xa)" = x"a » , and 
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2. in general, (xa)" = x"a"af^"'^^a2^"'^'a3 • • • aJJ_2<in-i = x"a"JJa' 

Proof. 

n—1 
— ^n/inTT nC(n,k+l) 

k=l 

1. We prove part 1 by induction on n. It is clear for n = 1. To see the induction 

step we notice 

= xa (xa)" 

r"- l  
= xax a '•-» 

= xx"a^"a >•-' 

X 

.  .  r"+ l -r"+r"- l  
= x"+'a ^ 

„4.1 -I 

2. We aJso prove part 2 by induction on n. It is clear forn = I. The details below 

show the induction step. Notice that after applying the induction hypothesis 

we have an x nearly aJl the way to the right. We must move this to the left 

and group it with the x" there. In the process, each time it crosses an element 

in A it picks up another commutator of the next higher level as in Proposition 

2 part 3. 

This naturally produces pairs of factors with the same exponent but different 

bases. Next we move the a on the far right almost all of the way to the left. 

Since it does not pass cin x in this process it commutes freely. Regroup so that 

we have pairs of factors with the same bases but different exponents. Finally, 

add the exponents, which are binomial coefficients, by Proposition 3. 
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The details axe as follows: 

( x a =  ( x o ) "  xa 

= x"a"af • • • a^i"/-'^a^il'"^xa 

= x""^' 

= x"-^'a"+i ... (a^iT"""anlT"') 

— ~n+l n+l C{n+l,2) C(n+l,3) C(n+l,n-l)  C(n+l,n)  C(n+l,r i+l)  
— X a  Oi 02 •••"n-2 "n-1 "n 

Notice that we have a product of several copies of xa. In each case we move 

the x's all the way to the left. Each time an x crosses axi element of A another 

commutator is generated. The binomial coefficients essentially keep track of 

the numbers of the various levels of commutators generated by this process. 

• 

The next proposition is a key tool that is applied repeatedly in the proof of the 

Splitting Theorem. The basic idea is that elements of the form xa are candidates 

for generators of the complements for A, and we want to determine the order of 

such elements. Proposition 5 basically says that if the generators of the metacyclic 

subgroup H = (a, x) are chosen carefully, then {xa)' = 1 in most cases. There is 

a very restricted exceptional case in which {xa)' is an involution. This exceptional 

case leads to the exceptional case in the next proposition and eventually to the 

exceptional case in the Splitting Theorem in the next chapter. 

The proof of the following proposition uses all of the results stated thus far. We 

choose a metacyclic subgroup generated by the original generator x and an element 

of A of the same order as x. Moreover we want the parameters t and s for the 
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metacyclic subgroup to be identical with each other and the original parameter s 

from the parent group. We compute (xa)* by using both parts of Proposition 4. 

Especially, we malce use of the expansion in part 2 of that proposition. We use 

the properties of the binomial coefficient from Proposition 3 to obtain a numerical 

condition that, when satisfied, ensures that the commutator factors in the expansion 

from Proposition 4 part 2 will have sufficient exponents to be trivial. The one 

exception occurs when the m is even and several other conditions are met. In this 

case the only term remaining is the first commutator factor in the expansion, which 

turns out to be an involution. The details follow. 

Proposition 5. Let G be a metacyclic group with a standard presentation. If a 6 A 

and H = (X,Q), where |Q| = MI and x'a' = 1 then exactly one of the following 

holds: 

1 .  (xq )^  =  1  o r  

2. (m)2 > (mi)2 = (r- 1)2(3)2 > 4, (f)2 > (5)2 > 2, r 1, and (xa)' = 2 

where 2 is the unique involution in A. 

Proof. Notice that we have selected the subgroup H and so that it is metacyclic 

with a standard presentation in which parameters 5 and t for H are identical with 

each other and with the parameter s from the parent group, G. Also notice that 

the par<imeter r is inherited from the parent group and |a| = mi is a divisor of m. 

If r =1 then clearly (XQ)' = x'a* = 1. Suppose r ^ 1. 

Suppose p is a prime divisor of mi but p does not divide r — 1. Since s = f for 

Proposition 1 implies mi divides s{r — 1), so (mi)^ < (5)p. This implies that 
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(|x'|)p = 1. Part 1 of Propositioa 4 says that 

Notice that 

p 

by Proposition 1. Together these imply (|(a;a)'|)p = 1. 

Now suppose p is a common divisor of mi and r — 1. Let (s)p = p" and (r — l)p = 

By Proposition 1 we know mi divides s(r — 1), so (mi)p < p""'"''. 

By Proposition 4 part 2 we see 

Of course, when a group element is raised to a power that has a non-trivial 

common factor with its order the result is an element with lower order than the 

original element. If the power is a multiple of the order of the original element then 

the element to the power is the identity. We will show below that this is almost 

always the case for the commutator factors in the expansion above. Specifically, 

we show that the p-part of the order of each of the commutator factors in this 

expansion is usually 1. There is one possible exception: when m is even and several 

other conditions are met, the first one, may have a 2-part of 2. Notice that 

by Proposition 2 part 4 these factors are of the form 

{xq)' = X 
1=1 

C(i,Ar+l) _ (r-O^CCj.Ar+l) 
k 
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Proposition 3 implies that 

((r-l)'C(5,lfc+I)) > 
(*:+l), (A:+l), 

Therefore we have 

This is equivalent to the following numerical condition: > (fc + l)p. 

This condition is almost always true. (Recall that d is positive.) When viewed 

as functions of k the right side is the p-part of a linear function and the left side 

is exponential, forcing the left side eventually to outgrow the right side. We only 

need to check the condition when the value of k is small. We see that if A; = I 

the left side is 1. However in this case the right side is aJso 1 if p is odd. We do 

see an exception when A: = 1 ajid p = 2 (regardless of the value oi d). If A: > 1 

then we can easily verify that the condition is always satisfied. In fact we have 

p(fc-i)'' > p'!-! > fc ^ 1 > {k — l)p. Furthermore, equality is obtained only when 

p = 2, d = I, and A: = 2 (or fc = 1 and p is odd). 

Therefore we have shown that in most cases for each prime p that divides mi 

the p-part of the order of (XQ)® is 1, SO in fact (xa)' = 1. 

Let US examine the one exceptional case. First, MI must be even. Second, we 

still know that the p-part of the order of (XQ)® is 1 for every odd prime dividing mj, 

so {xaY generates a 2-group. Third, we see that the 2-pajt of the order of (XQ)® is 

no more than the 2-part of the order of the first commutator factor in the expansion 
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above: 

_ ^(r-lMa-l)/2 _ a(s-l)3^ 

where r — 1 = 2'^j for some odd j. Again, we know mi divides s(r — 1) so 

(m , )2<( s )2 ( r - l )2  =  2"+ ' ' .  

If s is odd then s — 1 is even and the 2-part of 2'^~^s(s — l)j is at least 2'' = (mi)2 

and we are not in the exceptional case. We have shown that if the exceptional case 

occurs, then mi and s are both even. Since (xa)' 7^ I the 2-part of 2''~'5(s — I)j 

is 2""^''"' = {1711)2/2 and the order of is 2. Thus = s is the unique 

involution in A. 

Furthermore, the proof above shows that when the exceptional case occurs we 

must have: 

("1)2 > ("^1)2 = (5)2(r - 1)2 > 4. 

In addition, since 

(mi)2 = (-sjzCr - 1 )2 ,  mi\m, m\{t){r - 1), and (3)2 > 1, 

Iwe see that {1)2 > (3)2 >2. • 

Proposition 6. If G is a metacyclic group mth a standard presentation then 

{xaf = x'". 
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Proof. We proceed exactly as in Proposition 5. Recall that the main coadition 

concerning exponent s which is used in the proof of Proposition 5 is that s(r —1) = 0 

(mod m). (Recall that in Proposition 5 the parameters for the subgroup could be 

chosen so that t = 5.) Certainly m(r — 1) = 0 (mod m) so replacing ^ by m 

does not chajige the conclusion that eeich = 1. Notice 

that the exceptional Ccise is not possible here because the exceptional case required 

(m)2 > (5)2, but here we have replaced s with m. Finally notice that we have 

a"* = 1 as well. • 

Definition. An element y E G acts on the normal subgroup A (via conjugation) as 

a <i-step automorphism if {\AI [A, yJDj = 2''. 

Note that y acts on (a) as a c/-step automorphism if ajid only if there exists an odd 

number j such that a" = oi = [a,t/] = a-'^, and 2'^ < ([aDj. Furthermore, 

notice that if 2*^ = (|a|)2 then d is the maximum possible number of steps for the 

action. Thus if 2'' = (laDj ajid a" = for some positive integer k then y acts 

as a (i-step automorphism on (a) . In the next proposition we see that acts on A 

as a higher step action than x unless both act with the maximum possible number 

of steps. 

Proposition 7. If x acts on the cyclic group A = (a) of even order as a d-step 

automorphism (d^ = for some odd j) then d>l and the following hold. 

1. lf{\a\)2 = 2*^ then acts as a d-step automorphism on A. 

2. ff{\a\)2 > 2'' and d > I then x^ acts as a {d-^ I)-step automorphism on A. 

3. If {\a\)2 > 2'' and d = I then x^ acts as a k-step automorphism on A where 

fc = min (2 + logj (1 + j)^ , logj (jaDj). 
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4- //|a| is a multiple of 4 then acts on A as at least a 2-step automorphism. 

Proof. Since |a| is even r is odd, where a' = a*", maJcing r — 1 even and > 1. Let 

Tt be an integer where = a'"'. Notice that 

a--' = = AI+i(i+i2''-')2''+' 

This implies that 

(ri - 1)2 = (j(l 2''+')2 (mod |a|). 

Notice that {j (1 + j2''~') > 2'^'^^. If 2*^ = (|a|)2 then acts as a (i-step 

automorphism on (a). If 2'' < (|a|)2 and > I then 

(i(H-i2''-»)2''+')2 = 2''+\ 

and acts as a (<f + l)-step automorphism on A. 

If 2'' < (|a|)2 and = 1 then 

(j (1 +j2''-') 2''+')^ = (1 +7)2 (2^) > 2\ 

In this case acts as a (2 + logj (1 + j)2)-step automorphism on A, unless this is 

greater than the exponent of the 2-part of the order of a, in which case the number 

of steps is determined by the 2-part of the order of a. Specifically we see that x^ 

acts as a fc-step automorphism on A where k = min(2 -f- log2 (1 +7)2 ?log2 (I^Da)-

However, in either case acts as at least a 2-step automorphism on A as long 

^ the order of a is a multiple of 4. • 
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3 THE SPLITTING THEOREM 

Consider a general metacyclic group 

G = {a,x) with X = (x), A = (a) < G, |>l| = m, and \GIA\ = 5 > 1. 

We have seen that G has a standard presentation 

G = (a, x|a"* = 1, x'a' = 1, = a*") , 

where the parameters m, r, s, and t are subject to the following: gcd (r,m) = 1, 

r' = 1 (mod m), and tr = t (mod m). 

Notice that if < = 0 (mod m) then G obviously splits over the normaJ subgroup 

A with X as a complement. We assume below that t ^ 0 (mod m) in the given 

presentation. 

In order to simplify the proof of the following theorem we may assume some 

further restrictions on r, s, and t. Specifically, if necessary, replace the original t by 

where ti = t (mod m) with 0 < < m. Similarly, replace the original r by ri 

where ri = r (mod m) with 1 < ri < m. Also, if necessary, replace the generator 

a by jjy _ gcd(fi,m), so that <2 divides m. The replacements 

do not change the group but they give convenient restrictions on the parameters. 

We assume below that these replacements have been made and the parameters now 

satisfy: 

0 < f < m ,  l < r < m ,  a n d  t\m. 
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Next we define three additional parameters: 

u = |x n , w = gcdd/lM^fl) 
gcd( w , m )  

Since t\m we have 

u = —, w = ecd(5, i), and v = —. t a V / 

We will use these parameters in the statement and proof of the splitting theorem. 

We will assume in the proof that we have t\m, but the condition given ia the theorem 

is independent of this since the general definitions for u, ic, and u do not depend on 

the choice of t, but rather on the relative orders of A and X. Therefore if we are 

given a presentation where t does not divide m we can still use the theorem directly 

by using the general definitions for u and v. However, when t\m these parameters 

relate to various indices within the metacyclic group. We may use Figure 1 to help 

illustrate these parameters: 

Figure 1: A Metacyclic Group with Parameters 
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Below we state the Splitting Theorem, which completely characterizes those 

metacyclic groups that split over the given normal subgroup, A, and those that do 

not. The basic outline of the proof is as follows. In the typical non-splitting case 

(part 1, below) we have a prime p which is a common factor of u and v. We choose 

an element y 6 AT of order wup and show that this order is too great for y to be 

expressed as the product of aji element from A and an element c from a complement. 

Specifically, c"* = j/'" € >1, a contradiction. 

For the second part notice that in this construction we have found a pair of 

elements (a and z") respectively from the subgroups A and X which will have the 

same order and they have as high aa order as possible with this condition. Fur

thermore, we notice = a^x' = 1. This is exactly the situation addressed 

in Proposition 5. We apply that proposition to show that usually {xa) forms a 

complement. The exception follows from the exceptional case of Proposition 5 and 

occurs when c = (xa)' is an involution. When this happens we replace x by c = XQ 

and notice that |(x) fl (c)| = 2. If the action of x on A is a multi-step action then 

we apply the same technique to choose an element 6 A of order 25 to obtain the 

complement (c/3). If the action is a 1-step action a different technique is needed. 

We apply Proposition 7 to see that (c^,o) splits over A by the previous case. We 

then show that if this complement has an appropriate "root" in G the entire group 

will split over A, otherwise it will not split over .4. We show that this root exists 

if and only if the 2-part of m is large enough. Specifically the root exists and the 

group splits unless a specific numerical condition is satisfied. A precise statement 

of the theorem and a detailed proof follow. 
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Theorem 8 (The Splitting Theorem). Let G be a metacyclic group with a stan

dard presentation: 

G = (a, x\a^ = I, x'a^ = 1, = a"") , 

ff t = 0 (mod m) then G obviously splits over the normal subgroup A = (a) with 

X = (x) as a complement. Otherwise we define 

u = \X r\ A\ and V = 
g c d ( H , | X | ) -

Then exactly one of the following occurs. 

1. ffgcd (u, u) 1 then G does not split over A. 

2. //gcd(u, u) = 1 then G splits over A xvith a complement of the form (la') 

except in the following exceptional non-splitting case: 2\s, 2\u, a® = with 

gcd(j, 2) = 1 (i.e. X acts on A as a 1-step automorphism), and 2(5)2(1 + j)^ 

does not divide m. Furthermore, in the exceptional non-splitting case, we may 

make additional replacements so that G = {a,c), a*^ = a'^, and |(a) D (c)| = 2. 

Proof. As in the discussion preceding the theorem we may make replacements if 

necessary so that: 

m 1/ X 1 •s 0 <t < m, I < r < m, t\m, u = —, w = gcd(3, i), cmd v = —. 
t w 

Notice that these replacements do not change the values of u and v. 
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1. Typical Non-splitting Category 

If gcd (u, u) ^ 1 then there exists a prime p that is a common divisor of u and 

u, and since |X| = wuv we see wup divides |X|. Thus there exists an element 

y € X such that has order wu. Since gcd (u,u) ^ 1 we see that wu divides 

m but wup does not divide m. This implies that y"* is an element of order 

p m Ar\ X. If G splits over A then there must be a cyclic complement for 

>4, caJl it C. In this case y = ca~^ for some a £ A, c E. C implying c = ya. 

However by Proposition 6 we see that c"* = (ya)"* = £ A. But then c"* 

is an element of order p in A^ forcing a contradiction. Therefore under these 

conditions G does not split over A. We classify groups of this type as Typical 

Non-splitting Groups. 

2. If gcd(«, u) = 1 then we will see that G almost always splits over .4, except 

for one very restricted class of exceptional groups. The way a complement is 

found falls into one of three categories. 

Splitting Category / 

Since gcd(u, u) = I there exists a 6 (a) with a"!' = 1. Note that we can 

compute the order of a as follows: 

u = \x'\ = |q'| = |a"^| = la-"! \a\ = wu. 

Using this a define c = xot. I claim that c usually generates a complement for 

(a). They certainly generate G: {c,a) = {xa,a) = (x,a) = G. The hypotheses 

of Proposition 4 apply here, so that 

n—1 

c" = (XQ)" = 6 
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and c" is clearly not in A if n < thus we only need to show c* = I. By 

Proposition 5 we usually have C* = (XQ)* = x'a' = 1 and G splits over A with 

(c) as the desired complement. We classify these groups as Splitting Category 

/. 

The exceptional case to this is when = (iq)' = x'a'z = z, the unique 

involution in (a). 

Splitting Category II 

By Proposition 5, in the exceptional case we have (s), = (tujj = (O2 7^ ^ 

cf = z. In this case (c) is not a complement for A. We can, however, still find 

a complement for A if certain conditions are met. 

Notice that in this case |c| = 25, (c) fl (a) = (z), a' = a^, and G = (a,c). 

We proceed by considering G as being generated by a and c (i.e. replace the 

generator x by c). Recall that the action of c on A is a d-step action where 

= a* = a*" = The Figure 2 below illustrates this situation. 

Figure 2: A Metacyclic Group with Involutionary Intersection 

At this point, if > 1 then we can apply the same technique used above to 

see that G splits over A. Specifically, choose ^ 6 (a) with c*/?* = 1 . Since 
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(f > 1 and 1(a) (1 (c)| = 2 we see by Proposition 5 that [cfi)' = 1, so (c/3) is a 

complement for A and G splits. Notice that c(3 = xajS and |a/3| = wu. Let 

the groups of this type be classified as Splitting Category II Groups. 

In Splitting Category II groups, (c) = (xa) is not a complement but {c/3) = 

{xoifi) is a complement. In this case we saw > 1, s and m axe even, and 

(u), = (|/inA:|)j = 2'>i. 

Splitting Category III and the Exceptional Non-splitting Category 

We have essentially narrowed the possibilities down to the point where the two 

cyclic groups A and (c) intersect in a group of order 2, and d = \. Notice that 

most of the results of the theorem have been established. To finish proving 

the theorem we only need to show that G splits if 2 (sjj (1 + 7)2 divides m and 

does not split otherwise. 

Now consider the metacyclic subgroup (c^,a). This metacyclic subgroup has 

a presentation with its own parameters, ui,si etc., which are related to the 

paxajneters for the parent group, G. In particular we may take ui = 2, si = 

s/2, ti = m/2, and Wi = w/2. 

This metacyclic subgroup is non-cyclic if 0 (a). In this case notice that since 

d = I and |a| is a multiple of 4, Proposition 7 implies that acts on A as 

at least a 2-step autotnorphism. By the earlier part of this proof (c^, A) splits 

over A. Specifically, there exists 6 E A such that |^| = tuiUi = {w/2) (2) = ly, 

(c^S) is a complement for A in (c^, .4), and = 1. 

If E A then |c| = 4 and 5 = 2. Notice that if we let ^ = s then we still 

have = (C2^)V2 ^ ^^ ̂  _^2 ^ ^ 

In either case = 1. 
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Now notice that since 1 = gcd(ui,t;i) = gcd(2, vi) we see that (3)2 = (10)2- If 

(2 (5)2 (1 + 7)2) 1"^ then we see that (2(10)2 "t" 3)2) I'" "I" 1)2) 1"^-

In this case there exists an element 7 E /I with I7I = 2u7 (1 + 3)2 _ 

5. I claim that in this case (cry) forms a complement. To verify this let k be 

the odd number such that A:(l +7)2 = 1 + i and notice the following: 

Therefore we have the desired complement. 

Now suppose 2 (3)2 (1 + j)^ does not divide m and we are still in the situation 

where (x) (1 (c) is a group of order 2 and d = I. In this case we claim that 

g does not split over a. Suppose otherwise. Then there must exist a cyclic 

complement for (a), call it C. Furthermore there must exist t/ € C and 6 € A 

with c = y6~', so y = cb. We aJso have: 

(C7)' = 

= = {c^Sy''' = c' {S'l-")" = c'S'l"' = 1. 

1 = y' = (c6)' = {{cbfY''' = 
rW2- l  

But we also have 

l = (c2j)''^' = c»((j) r - l  

implying 

r »/2- l  
= c'{5)-^ c 
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which implies 

r'/'-l P»/»_l 

the involution in A. This now implies 

(|6|), = 2 (1 + (i), = 2(1 + j), (u,)j = 2 (1 + j), (s),, 

which is a contradiction. Therefore in this case G does not split over A. 

Let the groups of this type for which 2 (5)2 (1 + j)^ divides m form the Splitting 

Category III. Let the groups for which 2|s, 2|u, ^ gcd(j,2) = 1, and 

2(5)2(1 + j)2 does not divide |a| be known as the Exceptional Non-splitting 

Groups. 

• 

Not only does the theorem determine necessary and sufficient conditions for a 

given finite metacyclic group to split over a specific normal subgroup, but also when 

the group does split the proof shows exactly how to generate a complement of the 

form (xa"). 

We may look at this theorem from another perspective. We can start with a 

given metacyclic group and consider what happens if we extend it by maidng either 

A OT X larger (leaving the origincil A and X as subgroups of the extensions and 

preserving the action within the original subgroups). Let Ai be the extension of A 

and Xi be the extension of X. 
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Increasing the order of X never generates splitting by itself. If the original group 

did not split then the extended group does not split with a larger Xi. Furthermore, 

this increase may even prohibit splitting. Whether or not the original group split, 

if |Xi| = A:|X|, where k is not relatively prime to u = D X|, then the new group 

does not split. Therefore increasing |X| either has no effect on splitting or prohibits 

splitting. 

On the other hand, increasing the order of A never prohibits splitting. If the 

original group splits over A, exactly the same complement can be used to see that 

the extended group splits over Ay. However, if the original group does not split 

then in some cases increasing |i4| by the right amount results in a split group. If the 

original group is a typical non-splitting group and it is extended so that |Ai| = A;|A| 

where fc is a multiple of gcd(u, v) then it is no longer typical non-splitting making it 

either a split metacyclic group or an exceptional non-splitting group. Furthermore, 

if the original group is an exceptional non-splitting group then extending it so that 

\Ai I = k\A\ where {k)2 is large enough makes the numerical condition in the theorem 

fail and the new group splits. This assumes that the value of r < m stays the same 

for the new group, i.e. = a'" for aU a G Ai. Sometimes, however, it is possible 

to change the value of r to i for the new group, but the action stays the same for 

the subgroup G, i.e. = a' for all a 6 Ai where i ^ r but i = r (mod |a|). For 

example, if the action is inversion on the original group then we see r = m — 1 and 

we can make inversion be the action on the larger group, but this results in the new 

parameter i = km — I. la the next chapter we see that in this case no matter how 

much |Ai| is increased over |/i| the new group still does not split. In any event, 

increasing |A| either has no effect on splitting or encourages splitting. 

We make this explicit in the following proposition. 
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Proposition 9. If H is a metacyclic group with a standard presentation 

H = (a,z(o'" = l,x^a' = l,a^ = , 

as given at the beginning of this chapter (with u and v defined as above and t ^ 0 

(mod m) for the group H) and n is a positive integer then the following hold. 

1. Let 6" = a, G = (6,ar), and If = b' = where j is odd and ni = r 

(mod m) so H <G then 

(a) if H splits over (a) then G splits over (6), and 

(b) if H does not split over (a) but gcd(u, u) divides n and 2(3)2(1 +7)2 

divides |6|, then G splits over (6). 

2. Let y" = X, G = {a, y), and = a' where = r (mod m) so H <G then 

(a) if H does not split over (a) then G does not split over {a), and 

(b) if H splits over (a) then G splits over (a) i/gcd(ti, n) = 1. //gcd(u, n) ^ 1 

and gcd (n, | A| I {Ar\ (y))) = 1 then G does not split over A. 

Proof This is a direct corollary of the previous theorem. In light of the discussion 

preceding the proposition, we only need to notice that the conditions given are 

sufficient to ensure that the new group G is in fact just an extension of the group 

\H with H <G and the parameters and relations in H are preserved. • 

We see that in a very general sense if X is "large" relative to A and their 

intersection then G does not split over A, whereas if A is "lajge" relative to X 

and to their intersection then G splits over A. This is even more explicit if we 

examine what happens when we restrict our attention to metacyclic p-groups for a 
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prime p. In this case there are no relatively prime orders and the divisibility criteria 

above axe automatically satisfied if the orders axe large enough. This allows the 

conditions for each category above to be simplified somewhat and stated only in 

terms of inequalities rather than as divisibility criteria. Paraphrasing, the p-group 

Splitting Theorem basically says that G cannot split over the normal subgroup A 

when A is smaller than X and it generally does split when A is larger than X. The 

only exceptions are very specicil causes that occur when the prime is 2. The precise 

statement forms the following corollary. 

Theorem 10 (The p-group Splitting Theorem). Let G be a metacyclic p-group 

with the standard presentation 

G = (a,x|a'" = = l,a® = a"") , 

where p is a prime, [ft = 0 (mod m) then G splits over A = (a) with complement 

X = (x). Ift^O (mod m) then the following hold. 

1. If\A\ < |,Y| then G does not split over A. 

2 .  I f  \X \  <  |A| then G splits over A except in the following exceptional non-

splitting case: p — 2, gcd(j, 2) = 1 (l-step action), and |a| < 

2(5)2(1 +7)2- Furthermore in the exceptional non-splitting case, by changing 

generators if necessary, we may assume that G = (a,c) and |(a) fl (c)| = 2. 

Proof. This is a direct corollary of the previous theorem. 

1. If |A| < lA"! then there is an element in X of the same order as a, so the 

divisibility condition in paxt 1 of the Splitting Theorem is satisfied and the 

groups are of the Typical Non-splitting Category. 
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2. If |X| < |/4| then there is an element in a of the same order as x, so the divis

ibility condition in part 2 of the Splitting Theorem is satisfied. These groups 

usually split as in Splitting Categories I, II, or III. However, the Exceptional 

Non-splitting Category groups do occur here as well. Finally notice that the 

exceptional cases all occur in 2-groups. 

• 
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4 EXAMPLES 

In this chapter we examine several examples of the vajious types of metacyclic 

groups in some detail. There are p-groups and non-p-groups of each type and we 

give a few examples of each. To cissist in the notation p-groups are referred to as P 

and non-p-groups are referred to as g. 

There are, of course, infinitely many groups in each of the two types of non-

splitting groups and the three categories of splitting groups. We simply look at a 

few representative examples. 

Recall that not just any choice of parameters actually results in a metacyclic 

group with a standard presentation. By Proposition 1 the parameters m, r, s, and t 

are subject to the following: gcd (r,m) = 1, r® = 1 (mod m), tr = t (mod m), and 

5 > 1. Also notice that even though we began the proof of the Splitting Theorem 

by adjusting the generator if necessary so that we could assume t divides m, this is 

certcunly not necessary when constructing examples. 

Typical Non-Splitting Groups 

We begin by looking at some groups that do not split, starting with the typical 

non-splitting groups. 

Recall that these are the groups for which gcd(u, u) ^ 1. They come in a large 

variety of orders and many actions are possible. These groups are non-exceptional, 

and our choice of examples is very unrestricted. In fact notice that if we take any 

metacyclic group, whether it splits or not, all we have to do to turn it into a typical 

non-splitting group is extend the group ^ by a laxge enough multiple of any factor 

of u (the order of the intersection). In other words add a root of the right order to 

x. We look at six examples here. 
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1. Consider 

P = (a, x|a® = l,x^d* = 1,0^^ = a®) , 

i.e. m = 8, r = 5, 5 = 8, i = 4, u = 2, u = 2, 10 = 4, and gcd (u, v) = 2. This 

is a 2-group with |X| = 16 > |i4| = 8, so by the Splitting Theorem it does not 

split over A. 

2. Consider 

P = (a,z|a^^ = = 1,0"^ = a®) , 

i.e. m = 27, r = 5, s = 9, ^ = 3, u = 9, u = 3, iw = 3, and gcd (u, u) = 3. This 

is a .3-group with |X| = 81 > |i4| = 27, so by the Splitting Theorem it does 

not split. Notice that being an odd order p-group the subgroup (x^,a) splits 

over (a), but X is too large for the original group to split over (a). Notice 

that in the />-group examples we can taJje s and t to be powers of p. If so all 

we really need to see is that s > t to see that the group does not split over A. 

3. Consider 

r* 1 ^9^15 1 „x „13\ Cr = ^a,x\a = l , x a  = l , a  = a  

i.e. m = 18, r = 13, s = 9, f = 15, « = 6, u = 3, tw = 3, and gcd(«,t;) = 3. 

Notice that in this example f does not divide m, but |A/ (a^®)| = gcd (18,15) = 

3 =>• u = 6. Ageiin gcd(u, v) ^ 1, so G does not split over A. 
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4. Consider 

n /« ^1^20 1 ^12^18 _ 1 X ^ll\ Cj = ^a,x|a = l,x a = l,a —a ^ , 

i.e. m = 20, r = 11, s = 12, t = 18, u = 10, u = 6, to = 2, and gcd(ti,u) = 2. 

Notice that in this example t does not divide m, but |A/ (a'®)| = gcd (20,18) = 

2 =>• u = 10. Again gcd(u, u) ^ 1, so G does not split over A. 

5. Consider 

G = (a,x|a'° = l,x^a® = 1,0"^ = a) , 

i.e. m = 10, r = 1, 5 = 2, i = 5, « = 2, u = 2, to = 1, and gcd(u,u) = 2. 

G does not split over A. Notice that this example is abelian and 6 .4. 

In fact notice that the trivial action (r = 1), producing an abelian group, is 

always a possibility for any choices of m, s, and f, because it easily satisfies the 

parameter restrictions. Of course many of these will not split over the given 

subgroup A, giving typical non-splitting groups. 

6. If G is the cyclic subgroup A then the question of splitting over A is trivial. 

However when G is the cyclic group X then the question of splitting is not 

completely trivial. In this case we see that we may let < = 1: 

G = (x,a|a"' = ].,x'a = l,a^ = a). 

Here the standard parameters degenerate so that t = w = u = m, and 

V = s. Therefore if gcd(m, s) = gcd(ti, u) ^ I then G will not split over A, 

ajid G falls into the Typical Non-splitting Category. 
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In particular, a cyclic p-group does not split over any of its proper subgroups. 

Exceptional Non-splitting Groups 

Because these groups axe exceptional they are perhaps the most interesting. 

Notice that in this case we have a very restricted set of circumstances. First of all 

they are not typical non-splittiag groups so gcd(u, u) = 1. Furthermore, we have 

strict divisibility criteria relating the parajneters. This forces some restrictions on 

the orders of the generators. 

Also the action of i on A has to be a one-step action, so all of the actions have 

to be of the form = a*" = for some odd j. There are many possible one-step 

actions for some choices of the parameters. Two involutionary actions that axe 1-

step actions are = a~^ and, when 4|m, a'^ t= These are two of the actions 

that usually produce the exceptional case. 

We also see that if we leave r unchanged we cein generally extend these to a 

splitting group by extending the normal subgroup A by multiplying its order by a 

large enough power of two (i.e. adding a large enough root to A). Several examples 

follow. 

1. The first and smallest example is very familicir. It is the quaternion group of 

order 8: 

P = Qs = {o-,x\a^ = l,x^a^ = l,a'' = a~') , 

i.e. m = 4, r = 3 = —1 (mod 4), s = 2, t = 2, u = 2, and u = I. Notice 

that r = 3 = 1 -h 2J =>• J = 1 =:^ y -1- I = 2. The numerical condition is then 

2(5)2(1 +3)2 = 8 which does not divide |a| = 4, so the Splitting Theorem 

implies that this does not split. Of course this example is very well known. To 
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varying degrees we can think of groups in the exceptional case of the Splitting 

Theorem as being similar to the quaternion group of order 8. 

2. If x and a have a non-trivial intersection and the action of x on is inversion 

then, no matter how large the order of a is, the group does not split. In this 

case we have r = m — 1 = —1 (mod m). Since ( — 1)' = r' = 1 (mod m), we 

see s is even. Also, since —2s = s{r — 1) = 0 (mod m) and /I D X ^ 1, we see 

that 1/4 0X1 is even. If t is not even then, since both s and u are even, the 

group is a typical non-splitting group. However, if (<)2 > (3)2 > 2 then we see 

that 4|m. In this case we have 

which implies that the group does not split. Therefore, if 4|m and the action 

is inversion we have an exceptional non-splitting group. 

One obvious class of groups of this type is an extension of the quaternion 

group of order 8. If we take a 2-group with |a| > 4, |x| = 4, and the action 

being inversion, we call these groups quaternion of order 2m: 

m , . , fTz _ „ (m)2 

We see that the numerical test condition is 

p = qim = {a^x\a^ = = 1,0"^ = a ^) , 
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i.e. m = 2** is an arbitrary power of 2, r = m — 1 = —1 (mod m) ,  s = 2, 

t = m/2 = 2"~', u = 2, and u = 1. 

3. We can extend this idea even further by relaxing the condition that |i| = 4. 

For example: 

p = ̂ a,x|a^" = '  = l,a^ = , 

i.e. 771 = 2" is an arbitrary power of2, r = m — 1 = —1 (mod 2"), 5 = 8, 

t — m/2 = 2"~\ u = 2, and u = 1. Of course in this 2-group case if |a| < lx| 

we have a typical non-splitting group, but if |x| > |a| we have an exceptional 

non-splitting group. Thus if the action is inversion there is no upper bound 

on the order of a or of x. 

4. Even if we leave the 2-group situatioa, when the action of x on /I is inversion 

g does not split over A, as for example 

g = (a,x|a'^ = = l,a^ = a"') ,  

i.e. m = 12, r = 11 = —1 (mod 12), 5 = 10, f = 6, u = 2, and u = 5. Once 

again this illustrates that if the action of x on A is inversion and ad x  ̂  \  

then the group does not split. 

5. There are other actions of x on A that give exceptional non-splitting groups. 

AU possible actions on cyclic p-groups axe well known. (See Aschbacher [1, 

page 106].) The only 1-step actions possible for a cyclic 2-group are of the form 

r = 1 -t- 2j = — (5") (mod m) for some positive integer n and odd number 

j. These aire the only possible values of r for the exceptional non-splitting 2-
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groups. Of course for any paxticular value of m these cycle through a finite set 

of possible r values. In other words, the more distinct actions these produce 

the higher this forces m. One example of this type is given by 

p = (a, x|a® = I, , 

i.e. m = 8, r = 3 = —5 (mod 8), s = 4, ^ = 4, u = 2, and u = 1. Notice 

that r = 3 = 1 + J = 1 =>• J" + 1 = 2. The numerical condition is then 

2(5)2 which does not divide |a| = 8, so the Splitting Theorem 

implies that p does not split over .4. 

All the examples of exceptional non-splitting 2-groups with m < 32 are given 

in Table 1, located at the end of this chapter. (Actually the table includes all 

low order exceptional non-splitting p-groups for any prime since they are all 

2-groups.) Notice that the numerical condition that 2(5)2(1 -1-^)2 does not 

divide m puts limits on m except in the case of inversion. In other words, 

for a fixed m this limits the size of (5)3. Also since these are not typical non-

splitting groups we obtain |z| < |a|. These conditions give restrictions on the 

orders of the generators a and x, which are indicated in the table. 

6. An example of a non-2-group with this action is given by 

n /« ^Ul2 1 ^14^10 1 „x „7\ C r  =  ̂ a , x | a  = i , r  a = i , a  =a 

Here we have m = 12, r = 7 = —5 (mod 12), s = 14, / = 10, u = 6, and 

w = 7. Notice that r = 7 = 1 + 2j => j + I = 4. The numerical condition 

is then 2(5)2 +i)2 ~ which does not divide |a| = 12, so the Splittmg 
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Theorem implies that G does not split over A. Notice that this action is 

again an involutionary action with 7^ = 49 = 1 (mod 12) and it yields an 

exceptional non-splitting group. 

7. One action which is often possible in the exceptional case is the action given 

by r = m/2 — 1. Notice that r — 1 = m/2 — 2 = 2(m/4 — I). Thus if 8|m 

then we see this is a 1-step action with ji + 1 = m/4. It is also involutionary 

because 

= (m/2 — 1)^ = m^/4 — m -t- I = 1 (mod m). 

Notice if (5)2 > 2 then the numerical condition for splitting fails: 

2(3)2(1 +i)2 = ((m)2/2) (3)2 > (m)2. 

(If (5)2 = 2 the inequality becomes an equality and G splits.) An example of 

a group with this action is 

G = (a,x|a^'' = = l,a^ = a'*) . 

Here we have m = 24, r = 11 = 24/2 — 1, 5 = 4, f = 4, u = 6, and u = 1. 

Notice that r — 1 = 10 = 5(2) j + 1 = 6. Then we see 

2(3)2(1+7)2 = 16 > 8 = (m)2. 

Again this is cin exceptional non-splitting group. 
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Splitting Category I Groups 

Recall that in this category we choose a £ A with |a| = wu and = 1. 

Then the complement is generated by c = xa, and we see = x'a' = 1. 

Notice that to define a we must find an integer n such that Q = a". In addition, 

we want a' = a"" = a', so ns = t (mod m) and if t\m then nv = t/w (mod m). If 

0=1 and t\m then finding n is easy. Just let n = tfw and we see 

= (a'/-)' = (a'/"')"' = a'. 

When w ^ 1 then it sometimes takes a little more work to find an appropriate n. 

Many of the split metacyclic groups fall into Category I, so there are many 

possible examples with numerous possible actions. We present a few here. 

1. Notice that abelian metacyclic groups axe always either typical non-splitting 

groups or are Category I splitting groups, because [a,x] is always trivial. For 

example consider 

P = (a, x|a® = = l,a^ = a) , 

i.e. m = 8, r = 1, s = 2, f = 4, u = 2, w = 1, and w = 2. If we let a = then 

a complement is generated by c = XQ = XA^, and we see that = x^a* = 1. 

Notice that abelian metacyclic p-groups that do not split over the given gen

erating subgroup A will split over the other generating subgroup X. Ail sub

groups are normal in abelian groups so we may reverse the roles of A and X 

if desired. The group will split over either A or X, whichever has the larger 

order. If the orders are the same then the group splits over each of A and 

X. Furthermore, since each subgroup is normal this implies that an abelian 
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metacyclic p-group can aiways be decomposed into a direct product of cyclic 

groups. 

2. For another abelian case consider 

G = (a, z|a'^ = 1, = 1, = <x) , 

i.e. m = 12, r = 1, s = 14, < = 4, u = 3, u = 7, and w = 2. If we let 

a = then the complement is generated by c = xa = xa^, and we see that 

= 1. 

3. In particular notice that cyclic groups are either typical non-splitting groups 

or are Category I splitting groups. Specifically notice that in this case we have 

t = w = I, u = V = s, and 

G = (x, a|a'" = 1, x*a = 1, a® = a). 

Therefore if gcd(m, s) = gcd(u, u) = 1 then G — X will split over A, and 

G falls into the Splitting Category I. By the Splitting Theorem we can find 

Q € A with a' = a and then (XQ) is a complement, as in all the other Splitting 

Category I Groups. However, in this case there is aoi even easier way to find a 

complement. Simply let c = x'" generate a complement. In particular, notice 

that a cyclic group splits over each of its Sylow /^-subgroups. 

For a specific example consider the cyclic group of order 12: 

G = (x, a\a^^ = 1, x^a = I, = a) . 
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A complement generated by the technique of the Splitting Theorem is (xa) 

where a = a^. Notice that 

(xa)' = = (za^)^ = = x^a = 1. 

The complement generated by the alternative technique is {x*). With either 

complement this procedure decomposes this cyclic group into a direct product 

of two cyclic p-groups. 

For aji example of a non-abelian 2-group consider 

p = (a, = 1, x*a^ = 1, = a®) , 

i.e. m = 16, r = 5, s = 4, i = 8, u = 2, u = 1, and w = 4. Let a = a^; then 

the complement is generated by c = xa = xa^, and we see that 

c" = [xa^y = = x^a^a^^ = ai« = = 1. 

For a non-abelian example consider 

g = (a,x|a^® = = l,a^ = , 

i.e. m = 16, r = 9, s = 14, f = 12, u = 4, u = 7, and w = 2. We let a = a^; 

then a complement is generated by c = xa = xa^, and we see that 

^4 !^4^8^ C{4,2) ^ 6 ^(4)(6) „24 _ i  c = ( xa  j = X a  Oi  ' ' ' = ai = = a  = 1. 
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6. Next consider the following non-abelian example: 

G— 1 1 _r y,13\ = ̂ a,x|a = a = I,a = a ), 

i.e. m = 18, r = 13, s = 30, f = 6, u = 3, u = 5, and to = 6. In this case 

u = 5, so if we let a = a® then a complement is generated by c = xa = xa®. 

We see that 

^30 _ ^30^30^ C(30,2) ^30 (^ 435 C = (XQ;) = X Q OI * ' = X J QI 

_ _30„150 /^12\3 ^30^6^36 i =  x a  ^ a ^ = x a a  = 1 .  

Once again we see a complement of the form (XQ) were the order of a is wu. 

Splitting Category II Groups 

In the second category of groups that split, the technique used above to find a 

complement doesn't work. Recall that here we apply the technique used above to 

find Q and c = XQ in exactly the same way. But here instead of having = 1 

we have = a"*/^ = 2, the unique involution in (a). In this case we also have a 

multi-step action (</ > 1) and we apply the same technique used above, thinking of 

c and a as the generators of the group. Notice that this case is much more restricted 

than the Category I case because it limits the groups to those in which the action 

of X on >1 is multi-step, each of u, to, s, and i are even, and m is a multiple of 4. 

Two examples follow. 

1. All of the p-groups in this category must be 2-gToups. For an example of a 

2-group of this type consider 

p — (a, x|a^® = l,x^a'* = l,a^ = a®) ,  
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i.e. m = 16, r = 5, 5 = 4, f = 4, tx = 4, u = 1, ajid tw = 4. We naturally let 

a = a and define c = xa, but we see that 

^4 — ^4„4„C(4,2) _ 6 „24 „S ^ _Z i c  =  ( x a j  = x a a j  = = a = a = z ^ I. 

But r = 5 so r — 1=4 = 2^ and d = 2. This means we are in Category II. 

Now define (3 = a^. The desired complement is generated hy h = cfi = ca^ = 

xaa} = xa^. We see that 

ri = (xa  1  =  X a  l a  , x |  =  x  a  l a  , x |  

_ ^4^12 /^ISX _ ^4„12^72 _ ^4„12^8 ^4„4 i =  X  a  ^ a |  ) = x a  a  = x a  a  = x a = 1 .  

Notice that in this case we axe still able to obtain a generator for the com

plement of the form xa" ajid [a"! = wu, exactly as in Category I. The only 

difference is that since one commutator factor does not disappear we see x'a^' 

is the involution in (a) instead of being the identity. 

2. For an example of a non-2-group consider 

g = (a, = 1, x^a® = 1, a^ = a') , 

i.e. m = 24, r = 5, s = 2, f = 6, u = 4, u = 1, and w — 2. We naturally let 

a = and define c = xa = xa^, but we see <? = (xa^)^ = x^a®af = a'^ = 

2^1. But once again r = 5 so r — 1=4 = 2^ and d = 2. This means we are 

in Category II. Now define (3 = a®. The desired complement is generated by 
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h = cl3 = ca  ̂ = xa^a^ = xa^. We see that 

A2 ^2^18 r 9 1 ^2^18„9 ^2„18„36 ^4„18„12 ^4^6 i n = [^xa J = X a | a , x j = x a  Cy = x a a = x a a — x a = 1 .  

As expected the complement is a cyclic group of order two. 

Notice that in both categories I and II the complement was found by finding an 

appropriate element a" € A with order wu and generating a complement with xa". 

The procedure described in the Splitting Theorem and illustrated above produces 

such an element in these cases. However, this element is usually not the only possible 

choice for a complement generator. For instance in the previous example the reader 

can verify that any n 6 {1,5,9,13,17,21} works equally well. Since the complements 

are all groups of order 2 these all produce different complements. As we saw in the 

cyclic case there may even be other complements of a different form as well. 

Splitting Category III Groups 

If a group doesn't fall into any of the previous categories we have restricted the 

group to a very special category, which has a lot of similarities with the Exceptional 

Non-splitting Category. In this category we c<in start as in Category I to find the 

elements Q and c. But this time c does not generate the complement and the action 

is a 1-step action (i.e. r = 1 -t-2j for some odd j), so the technique used in Category 

II does not work either. We see that there does not exist an element a" 6 A with 

order wu for which xa" produces a complement. We must look for a higher order 

element a" E A so that xa" generates the complement. In the proof of the Splitting 

Theorem we saw that this is possible if 2(3)2(1 +7)2 divides |a|. In fact the element 

a" that we axe seeking has ([a^Dj = 2(5)2(1 -h 7)2-
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1. Consider the 2-group 

P = (a,x|a^® = l,x'*a® = l,a^ = a^) , 

i.e. m = 16, r = 3, 5 = 4, < = 8, u = 2, ajid t; = 1. As above we let Q = 

and define c by c = XQ = xa^, ajid we see that 

C" = ^ ^ ̂ 12 ^ ̂ 24 = = 2, 

the involution in A. Since r — 1 =2, we see d = I and j = 1, so the 

technique used in Category II is not going to work. However, we notice that 

2(5)2(1 +7)2 = (2)(4)(2) = 16, so we need an element of order 16 in A to 

help form a complement. In this particular example any of the elements of 

order 16 will serve our purpose, so we use a for simplicity. Then the desired 

complement is (xa). We see that 

/  \4 44 C(4,2) C(4,3) C(4,4) 4 4 6 4 (xa) = x^a a/ ' 'a2 ' = x a aialas 

^4„4„12„16„8 _  ̂ 4„4^12/1 \„8 _  ̂ 4^24 _ _4_8 _ i 
C C  C L  d  C t  d  0 0  Q i  d  ^  X  j d  X  d  X  C I  I  •  

Notice that we have to be caxeful here to write out all the commutator factors. 

We have usually been computing (xa")' where n is a factor of |x| and we have 

been able to apply Proposition 5 so that we only need to be concerned about 

the first commutator factor Here however, we are higher in the group 

so we must look at £ill the factors in the expansion. In the proof of the Splitting 

Theorem this did not come up because at the point we computed powers of 

the complement generator in this case this we were only dealing with squaring 
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the term erf which only produces one commutator feictor. We essentially took 

the  power  i n  two  s t eps  a s  fo l lows  (no t e  t ha t  — a) \  

{ xa )*  =  [{xa )^Y  =  =  x*a^[a*  , x ^ \  =  I .  

This example illustrates how we can take one of the exceptional non-splitting 

groups and if we extend ^ by a large enough factor of 2 we see splitting in the 

larger group. Consider 

p = (a, x|a® = 1, x^a"* = 1, , 

i.e. m = 8, r = 3, 5 = 2, < = 4, u = 2, and y = 1. Again r = 3 so = 1. In 

this group notice that (x, a^) is the quaternion group of order 8, the smallest 

of the exceptional non-splitting groups. If we had extended (a^) to (x,o) and 

kept the action to be inversion on ail of (a) then the group would just have 

been a larger quaternion group and would not have split. However, what we 

have done here is to extend the group to (x,a), but the action is 

which is inversion on the quaternion subgroup but is not inversion on the 

larger group, p. This group splits as in the previous example with (xa) being 

the complement. We verify that 

^xa j  =xaa i  =  xaa  =  x  a  =1 .  

We can also see non-2-group exeuaples. Consider the following group: 

g = (a,x|a''° = l,x^®a'' = 1,0^^ = a") , 
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i.e. m = 40, r = 11, s = 18, f = 4, u = 10, and v = 9. Since r = 11 we have 

r — 1 = 10 = (2)(5), </ = 1, and j = 5. This implies 2(3)2(1+7)2 = (2)(2)(2) = 

8, which divides m. To help form the complement here we need aa element in 

a whose order is 40. It turns out that is a good choice. The complement 

is {xa^), which is verified by 

(xa^)'® = = x^V = 1. 

4. The last groups we examine here occur when (5)2 = 2, 8|m, and the action is 

given by r = m/2 — 1. In this case xa generates the complement. Notice here 

that 

r — 1 = m/2 — 2 = 2 (m/4 — 1) so 

j + 1 = m/4and2(l +7)2(5)2 = 4(1 +7)2 = 4((m)2/4) = (m)2. 

These groups are still in Category III because the element in a that we are 

looking for has order m. For example consider 

p = (a,x|a®^ = l ,x^a^^ = 1, , 

i.e. m = 64, r = 64/2 — 1 = 31, 5 = 2, i = 32, « = 2, and u = 1. We define c 

by c = xa, and we see that = x^a^oi = x^a^a^ = x^a^^ = 1. Contrast this 

with the previous example given in the exceptional case above. Everything is 

the same in both cases except that here (5)2 = 2 and the group splits, whereas 

when (3)2 > 2 we had an exceptional non-splitting group. 
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Notice that in every case where G split we are able to obtain a generator of a 

complement that has the form xa" for some appropriate integer n. In Categories 

I and II the order of a" is wu. The distinction between the categories is that in 

Category I we choose a" so that x'a^' = I, whereas in Category II we choose a" so 

that x'd^ = 2, the involution in A. In Category III we are forced to look higher 

for a". The order of a" is then a multiple of 2utw(l + j)2. In any event we see that 

(xa")' = 1. 

Also as was pointed out above, these generators are usually not unique. Further

more, it is usually possible to get further generators of the form x'a" for integers q 

and n. There are usually many possible generators and several possible complements 

when the group splits. The Splitting Theorem outlines a procedure for finding at 

least one of these complement generators of the form xa". 

We conclude this chapter by recalling that we have been considering the situa

tion where there is a non-trivial intersection of the given cyclic groups X and A in 

the given presentation. We steirt with a presentation with a non-trivial intersection 

for the cyclic generating subgroups, and, when possible, we obtain a new presen

tation where the generating cyclic subgroups intersect trivially. Of course all split 

metacyclic groups could have been given such a presentation to begin with. If the 

given presentation for a metacyclic group, (x, a), is such that A" is a complement for 

A then this generally eases some of the restrictions we have above. The comments 

above must be considered in that light. 

For example we make the statement above that if A fl X ^ 1 then inversion 

never produces a split group. Of course there are split metacyclic groups in which 
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the action of x on /I is inversion, for example the dihedral groups: 

d2jn  =  (a,a;|a'" = l,x^ = 1,0"" =a~^) . 

What our statement says about these groups (e.g. the dihedrals) is that they can 

not be rewritten in any standaxd presentation with a non-trivial intersection of the 

generating cyclic subgroups. In other words, if 

G = (x,a|a"* = l,!" = l,a^ = a~') 

is a standard presentation for a given metacyclic group then (I'a") intersects (a) 

trivially for all integers q and n, provided that q ^ I (mod s). 



Table 1: Exceptional Non-splitting 2-Groups of Low Order 
32 > \a\ > |a;| > 4 

a' = ^ =a r is give 
Only distiiu;t actions are listed. Involutionary 

Conditions on the orders of a and x also assume t 

'u below. 
actions are in bold face, 
lat the group does not split. 

J Wj (l+A a =2^=4 a =2'= 8 a =2^=16 a =2^=32 

1 3 2 
r = -l 

|a| = |z| = 4 

r = 3s-5 

|a| = |a;| = 8 

r = 3 = -5 

|a| = |a:| = 16 
r = 3H-5' 

|a| = |i| = 32 

3 7 4 
r = -l 

8 = |a|>|x|^4 

r = 7 = -25 

|a| = |z| = 16 

r = 7 = -5® 

|a| = |a:| or |o| = 2|x| 

5 11 2 
r = llH-5 

|a| = |a:| = 16 
r = 19s-5® 

|a| = |x| = 32 

7 15 8 
r = -l 

16 = |a| > |a;| ̂  4 
r = 15s-5' 

32 = |a|2|z|^8 

9 19 2 
r = 19s-5^ 

|a| = |x| = 32 

11 23 4 
r = 23 = -5' 

|a| = |i|or |a| = 2|i| 

13 27 2 
r = 27s-5 

|a| = |x| = 32 

15 31 16 
r = -l 

32 = |a| > |a;| > 4 

cn 
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5 APPLICATIONS OF THE SPLITTING THEOREM 

In this chapter we use the Splitting Theorem as a tool to aid in the proof of two 

classic results, one originally due to Dedekind [4] ajid the other due to Blackburn 

[2]. The Splitting Theorem gives us alternate proofs of these results. We also apply 

the Splitting Theorem to obtain the following very well known result. 

Proposition 11. If G is a finite abelian group then G is isomorphic to a direct 

product of cyclic p-groups with at least one direct factor for each prime dividing |G|. 

Proof Each Sylow p-subgroup of the abelian group G intersects trivially with the 

subgroup generated by the other Sylow p-subgroups, and since every subgroup is 

normal in abelian groups we see that G is a direct product of its Sylow p-subgroups 

for each prime p dividing the order of G. 

We only need to show that each of these Sylow p-subgroups is in turn a direct 

product of cyclic groups to complete the proof. We will prove this by induction 

on the order of P. We have already seen that the Splitting Theorem implies that 

metacyclic abelian p-groups split over the generating subgroup with the larger order 

forming a direct product of cyclic p-groups. Therefore we see that we can begin the 

induction if P is metacyclic. To start the induction step let P be an abelian p-group 

for some prime p such that any proper subgroup of P is a direct product of cyclic 

groups. 

Let M be a majcimal subgroup of P, so M splits into a direct product of cyclic 

p-groups: M = 0 (a.) for t = 1 to m. Let 6 be an element in P but not in M. If 

(6) n Af = 1 then we see that P = M x (6), a direct product of cyclic p-groups, a 

contradiction. So we see that since M is maximalhP ^ M so if = aia2 ••'am where 

a,- = a"' for non-negative integers n,- < |a{|. 
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If there is a A: such that gcd (rik, p) = 1 then let N = ^ (a,) for i ^ k, and we 

see {N^b) = P. But now we see that (6) (1 iV = 1, so we axe in the case discussed 

above and P is again a direct product of cyclic p-groups. 

If there is a fc such that = 0 then let iV = 0 (a,) for i ^ A:, and we see 

H = (A/^, 6) is proper in P so it is a direct product of cyclic p-groups. But now we 

see that H D (at) = I so P is the direct product H x (cfc). 

Therefore each n,- is a non-zero integer multiple of p. In this case there exists 

P £ M with (3^ = a = bP so then (6,/?) is an abelian metacyclic p-group. By the 

Splitting Theorem it splits over (/3) with a cyclic complement C of order p. However 

we now see that P is given by the direct product P = M x C = 0 (a,) x C, a direct 

product of cyclic p-groups. • 

We now establish some notation. Let C„ represent the cyclic group of order n, 

ajid let C" be the direct product of m copies of Cn-

Next we observe an unusual property of the quaternion group of order 8. Every 

one of its subgroups is normal. Of course this property is shared by any abelian 

group but it is quite unusual for non-abelian groups. This motivates the next defi

nition. Blackburn [2] uses the terminology of Dedekind groups and Hall [5] uses the 

terminology of Hamiltonian groups. 

Definition. A finite group G is a Dedekind group if every subgroup ofGis normal 

in G. The non-abelian Dedekind groups are also known as Hamiltonian groups. 

The following result completely characterizes Dedekind groups. According to 

Blackburn [2], Dedekind proved this result in 1897, and a classic proof can be found 

in Hall [5]. The new proof given here makes use of the p-group Splitting Theorem. 
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Proposition 12 (Dedekind 1897). If G is a Dedekind group then exactly one of 

the following holds: 

1. G is abelian, or 

2 .  G = Q%y.  x  F ,  where  F  i s  abel ian  o f  odd order .  

Proof Abelian groups are clearly Dedekind, so we assume below that G is not 

abelian. 

Since every subgroup is normal, G is nilpotent. Thus if p is a prime number then 

elements of order a power of p commute with elements with orders relatively prime 

to p. 

Now let Sp be the unique Sylow p-subgroup for each prime p. We may take any 

two elements a,x Q Sp and consider (a, x). We may assume |a| > |x|. Since (a) is 

normal in G, we may apply the p-group Splitting Theorem to see that if p is odd, 

then (a, x) splits over (a). Since both of the factors are normal in this decomposition 

(a, x) is actually the direct product of two cyclic subgroups, forcing the elements a 

and X to conxmute, and since they were arbitrarily chosen we see that Sp is abelian. 

Because each Sp is abelian for odd p and G is nilpotent (a direct product of its 

Sylow subgroups), we have shown that all the elements of odd order commute with 

each other and with the even order elements. Since G is not abelian, S2 must be non-

abelian. There exist two elements x, a G 52 so that (a, x) is not abelian. Without 

loss of generality suppose |a| > |x|. The group (a, x) does not split over (a), because 

otherwise the argument above implies that (a, x) is abelian. Therefore, (a, x) is an 

exceptional non-splitting group as given in the p-group Splitting Theorem. 

We know from the p-group Splitting Theorem that we can assume | (a)n(x) | = 2. 

Since both (x) and (a) are normal in (a,x) we see that oi = [a,x] G. (x) D (a). The 
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p-group Splitting Theorem also informs us that the action of x on (a) must be a 

1-step action, so oi = 2, the involution in a, limiting us to |a| = |x| = 4. The only 

group tha t  sa t i s f ies  these  cr i te r ia  i s  the  quatern ion  group of  order  8 ,  (x ,  a)  =  Qs,  

which is a subgroup of G. Furthermore, this argument shows that any non-splitting 

metacyclic subgroup of G must be isomorphic to the quaternion group of order 8. 

Now take any element y  6 S2\{x^a)  (if such an element exists) and consider 

(x, a, y). We show that (x, a, y) is the direct product of (a, x) = Qs and a subgroup 

of order 2. If y is an involution then (y) is normal in G and must also be central in 

G. So if y is an involution we have the desired direct product. 

Suppose |t/| > 2 and consider the group {a ,y) .  Since (a), (x), and (ax) axe 

each normal in G and have order 4, we see that in each case when y acts on these 

generators by conjugation it must either act trivially or it must invert the element. 

Suppose that y  inverts each of a, x, and ax .  Then we see that (ax)" = (ax)"' = 

x~'a~^ On the other hand, (ax)'' = a^x" = a~'x"'. Thus a~'x~' = x~'a~\ which 

means that a and x commute, which is a contradiction. Thus we see that y must 

commute with at least one of a, x, and ax. Without loss of generality we assume y 

commutes with a. 

If I2/I > 4 and ( y )  fl (x,a) = I or if |y| > 8 and ( y )  fl (x,a) ^ 1 notice that 

{ a y f  =  a ' ^ y  ̂  ( a y )  

so we have a non-normcil subgroup which is a contradiction. 

So we have |y| = 4 and (y) fl (x, a) ^ 1. But now we can apply the p-group 

splitting theorem to the abelian group (a,y) to see that it splits over (a) with a 

complement of order 2. Again, this complement must be central so we have shown 

that (i,a,j/) is the direct product of Qa and C2. Since any involution generates a 
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normal subgroup all involutions are in the center of G. Therefore, we have shown 

that G = Qs X completing the proof. • 

If a group is non-Dedekind it will have some non-normal subgroups. The follow

ing definition can be found in a paper by Blackburn [3]. 

Definition. For any group G let R{G) denote the intersection of all the subgroups 

of G which are not normal in G. 

If G is Dedekind we take the usual convention and define R{G)  =  G.  

Following the development of Blackburn [3], we next see some immediate but 

important consequences of this definition: 

Proposition 13. If G is a finite group and H is a subgroup of G then we have the 

following results. 

1. If G is non-Dedekind then R{G) is a characteristic cyclic subgroup ofG. 

2. If H is non-Dedekind then R{G) < R{H), i.e. if R{G) % R{H) then H is 

Dedekind. 

3 .  I f  R{G)  ^ 1 then every cyclic subgroup of prime order is normal in G and 

(z |x2  =  1)  <  Z{G) .  

Proof. 

1. Any non-normaJ subgroup of G must have a non-normal cyclic subgroup, forc

ing R[G) to be cyclic. Let If{G) be the image of R{G) under some automor

phism of G. Notice that IfiG) is also contained in all non-normal subgroups 

of G. But then R'iG) = R(G), implying R(G) is characteristic. 
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2. If H is non-Dedekind then any non-nomial subgroup of H is a non-normal 

subgroup of G (which is also non-Dedekind) so /2(G) < The second 

statement is the contrapositive of the first. Notice, however, that the converse 

is  fa l se .  I f  G and H are  both  Dedekind  then  the  inc lus ion  i s  reversed:  R{G)  =  

G > H = R{H). If // is Dedekind and G is non-Dedekind then R{G) may or 

may not  be  in  R{H)  = H.  

3. Let y  be an element of G of order p for some prime p. Suppose {y)  ^  G.  By 

definition R{G) < (y). However, since RiG) is cyclic and characteristic we 

see (y) = R{G), a contradiction. In particular if |y| = 2 then (y) < G and 

s ince  | j / |  =  2  th is  impl ies  {y)  <  Z(G) .  

• 

For non-Dedekind groups R{G)  is generally quite small. In fact we show below 

that if G is non-Dedekind then R{G) is usually the identity group and in a few cases is 

a cyclic p-group. We next investigate six types of groups for which R {G) ^ 1. These 

are types of groups arising in Blackburn's paper [3]. The first two have Hamiltonian 

subgroups. Groups of the first type axe an extension of Hamiltonian groups, and 

groups of the second type are extensions of the first type. In the following examples 

we let F represent an arbitrary abelian group of odd order. 

Type 1. I f  G  = (a, 6) x (c) xC^ x  F ,  where  (a, 6) = Qs, (c) = C4,  then  R(G)  = 

(aV). 

If G is of this type then notice that 

(ac) ' '=  a^ 'c ' '=  a  ^ (ac) = {l,ac,a^c^,a 'c 
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so (ac) is not normai in G. In a similar manner we see that if we taJce any of the 

6 elements of order 4 in the quaternion group and multiply it by one of the order 

4 elements in the cyclic group of order 4 we have a generator for a non-normal 

subgroup of G. These elements all have the same square, namely a^c?. Multiplying 

these by any element of order 2 does not affect its square. Suppose we multiply 

one of these by an element in F, for example, acg for some g £ F. We notice that 

=  a^c^ .  Therefore ,  R{G)  = 

Type 2. If G = (a, 6) x (c, <i) x x F, where (a, 6) = {c,d) = Qs then R{G) = 

In this type of group we proceed exactly as in example 1. We just have more 

choices for the order 4 element from the second subgroup. Again we generate non-

normal groups whose orders are odd multiples of 4. They have a common intersec

tion, which is generated by a^c^. 

The third type of group we will investigate is the class of non-Dedekind Q-groups. 

We define a (J-group as follows. 

Definition. A Q-group, G, is generated by A and q where A is an abelian group 

with (exp(A))2 = 2", q 6 G is an element of order 4 with € A, and for every 

a E A, a'' = a'' where r = —1 (mod 2"). 

Notice that we have been studying some examples of Q-groups. Quaternion 

groups are Q-groups where the abelian group A is a cyclic 2-group intersecting 

non-trivially with (g). If the Q-group is a 2-group generated by two elements but 

is not quaternion then the splitting theorem implies that it is a split metacyclic 

group containing a cyclic group that is normalized (via inversion) by a group of 

order 4. Also notice that by Proposition 12 the Hamiltonian 2-groups axe also Q-
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groups. We see below that there are also non-2-group examples as well. Q-groups 

are generalizations of the quaternion groups. 

Type 3. I fG = {A,q)  i s  a  non-Dedekind  Q-group then  R{G)  = (q^) .  

Notice that every cyclic subgroup of A is normal in G. Since G is non-Dedekind 

we must have {qa) ^ G for some a £ A. There exists an odd integer j such that 

exp(A) = j2^. For any a 6 /I we see that since q^ is an involution and j is odd we 

have = q^, and since r = —1 (mod 2") and exp(i4) = j2" we have = 1. 

Using this we see that 

[qa)-"^ = {{qafY = (g^a'a)^ = {q^oT^'Y = = q\ 

All non-normal subgroups intersect at R{G)  =  {q^) .  

By Proposition 12 quaternion groups of order greater than 8 are non-Dedekind 

and we have seen that they are aJso Q-groups. For another specific example of a 

non-Dedekind Q-group with small order consider the semi-direct product of a cyclic 

group of order 4 (a) with a quaternion group of order 8 (6, q) as follows: 

{a^q^b\a* = 6"* = = l,a'' = a,a' = = 6~^) . 

Notice that this paxticular example is almost the s£ime as the groups in pzirt 1 above 

except that q inverts the cyclic group of order 4 instead of centralizing it. 

An even simpler example is the split metacyclic group 

G = ( a , =  1 , =  1 ,  a '  =  .  

This is the semidirect product of two cyclic groups of order 4. 
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Notice that these examples are similar to the Hamiltonian groups, which are 

also Q-groups, but here the cyclic group of order 4 (a) does not normalize the cyclic 

group (q) .  

The next type of group we will call fl-groups. They are defined as follows. 

Definition. A fl-group, G, is a non-abtlian semidirect product A x ( /?)  subjec t  to  

the following conditions 

1. /? is an element of order for a prime £, a non-negative integer u, and an 

integer 5 > 1, 

2. /?'* is central in G, 

3. A is an abelian group, 

4-  (exp( / l ) ) j  =  ̂  for  some non-negat ive  in teger  t  <u ,  and 

5. for every a E A, a^ = a'' with r = 1 (mod 

Note that if 6 is an element of any Sylow ^-subgroup of a B-group then bP = 

b'' = b since r = I (mod £"). Therefore the subgroup generated by all the Sylow 

^-subgroups of the B-group is abelian. 

Throughout this chapter, when a group is identified as a B-group or as a Q-group 

we take the notation used in the definitions as being part of the given terminology 

used in referring to the group (e.g. A for the abelian generating subgroup, = |/?|, 

/? and q for the generators, etc.). 

Type 4. I fG — {A, /3)  i s  a  B-group then  R{G)  =  

By proposition 12 G is not a Dedekind group so there are some cyclic non-normal 

subgroups. Notice that conditions 2, 3, and 5 of the definition imply that (^A,/3^') 
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is Abeliaji and each of its cyclic subgroups is normal in G. Thus it contains no 

non-normal subgroups of G, and the cyclic non-normal subgroups of G must be 

generated by elements of the form I3^a for some a 6 A and some integer n with 

{n)e < I'. By condition 4 of the definition there exists an integer j relatively prime 

to i such that exp(A) = < jl'. Using conditions 1, 4, and 5 of the definition 

we compute the following: {13'^ay^ = (/?"'*)'' € Furthermore, there exists 

an element a ^ A with (|a|)^ = One of the non-normal subgroups with smallest 

£-par t  o f  i t s  order  wi l l  be  genera ted  by  so  we see  tha t  R{G)  =  

For a specific example of a fi-group consider the semi-direct product of a cyclic 

group of order 15 with a cyclic group of order 4 where the order 4 element sends 

the order 15 element to its eleventh power, i.e. G = (a) x (^) = C15 C4 where 

The required abelian subgroup A is (a). We have ^ = 2, u = s=l, and 

< = 0. Also as required we have a^'' = = a. Thus for any a E ^ 

we see that 

(/?a)^ = (/3Va)'® = {(3Wy'' = = I3\ 

As we predicted we have R{G)  =  (/?^) .  

The next types combine 5-groups and Q-groups in a few ways. 

Type 5. If G is not a B-group but G = {A,(3,q) where A is abelian, {(3,q) is 

quaternion  ( /3^  =  and |g |  =  A) ,  B  = {A,  (3)  i s  a  B-group,  and {A,q)  i s  a  

Q-group,  then  R{G)  =  (g^) .  

Since this type of group has both a B-group and a Q-group as subgroups we can 

apply our observations from the previous two types. Notice that i = 2. If {9, /?) is 

quaternion of order 8 then R{B) < {/?^) = (q^). Otherwise (q,/3) is quaternion of 
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order greater than 8, it is non-Dedekind, and Proposition 13 implies that R{G)  <  

R{{q,(3)) = {(^) once again. If € (?iA) and exp(A) = 2'j for some odd j then 

G {q-,0) as in a B-group. Therefore, R{G) = (q^). 

For a specific example of a group of this type above we can let B be the group 

generated in the previous example. Let = (3"^ and (3'' = so that (/9,9) is a 

quaternion group of order 8. Furthermore, let a' = a~' for every a € A (as defined 

in the previous example). We see that G = (fi, q) is a semidirect product of a cyclic 

group of order 15 and a quaternion group of order 8, 

G = (a) (/?, 9) — ^15 >• Qa-

Because = (a) >1 (/?) < G, Proposition 13 implies that we must have R{G)  <  

R{B) = (/?^) = {q^). For any h € B v/e see (qh)^ = so once again 

RiG)  =  

Type 6. If G = B x Qs x C2 where B is an odd order B-group then R{G) = 

If G = B xQ sxC2 where B = {A,  13)  is an odd order B-group then since B < G 

Proposition 13 and part 4 tell us R{G) < R{B) = Notice that since the 

Dedekind subgroup QaxC^ does not contain R{G)  all of its subgroups of are normal 

in  G. Fur ther  not ice  tha t  i i  g  £  Qs  x  C2 and h £  B then  {{hg)^)  =  {h)  s ince  g* =  I 

and \h \  i s  odd.  Therefore  we s t i l l  have  R{G)  =  

For a specific example of a group of this type we can let B be the semidirect 

product of a cyclic group of order 35 and a cyclic group of order 9, 

B = (a) X { /3)  = €35 >1 C9, 
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where = a^®. Notice that this satisfies aJl the conditions for a 5-group. First 

notice that A = {a) is abeiian. We have £ = 3, f = 0, and u = s = 1. We verify 

that centralizes A: = 1 since 4096 = 1 (mod 35). We 

also notice r = 16 = 1 (mod 3) and gcd(35,3) = 1. Notice that for this 5-group 

R{B)  = In fac t  not ice  tha t  a l l  subgroups  of  B tha t  a re  not  conta ined  in  A 

intersect over R{B)  =  {(3^) .  Now to finish forming the group G of type 6 we take 

the direct product of B with a quaternion group of order 8. Notice that the Qs and 

A generate a Dedekind group in which all subgroups are normal in G. Now consider 

(hq) for ajiy q S Qa and h 6 B\A. We notice that (hq)* = h'^q* = h*, which is 

tin element in B\A, aad since 1B| is odd, h* has the same order as h, implying 

( /^^)  <  Therefore  we s t i l l  have  R{G)  =  R{B)  =  {/3^) .  

Notice that in each of these types of group R{G)  is a cyclic p-group for some 

prime order. Furthermore, in types 1,2, 3, and 5 above R{G) is a group of order 2. 

Proposition 14. Suppose G is a group of one of the six types listed above or is a 

Dedekind group and (x) and (a) are pi-subgroups of G for some primes pi and p2 

then we have the following: 

L  {x ,a)  i s  one  o f  the  fo l lowing types:  

(a)  abei ian ,  

(b)  quaternion ,  

(c )  sp l i t  metacyc l ic  B-group,  or  

(d)  sp l i t  metacyc l ic  Q-group.  

2. If G is non-Dedekind and RiG) ^ (x,a) then (x,a) is abeiian or quaternion 

of order 8. 
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Proof. To prove the first part we simply check out the possibilities case by case. In 

fact we can be a little more specific. In every case there is the possibility that (x, a) 

is abelicin. 

If G is of types 1 or 2 above we see that when either pi or p2 is odd (x, q) is 

abelian. Clearly (x, a) could also be quaternion of order 8. Recall that the cyclic 

non-normal 2-subgroups were generated by elements of order 4 which ail held the 

same square. Therefore if (x) and (a) are both non-normal 2-subgroups of G then 

{xa)' = = x^ax"' = a^x~' = (xa)~^ Thus (x,a) is a split metacyclic Q-

group, which is the semidirect product of two cyclic groups of order four. 

If G is a non-Dedekind Q-group then (x, Q) can be abelian, quaternion, or a split 

metacyclic Q-group. Once again if both pi and p2 are odd then (x, q) is abelian. 

Notice that all the non-normal 2-subgroups of G have order 4. In a manner similar to 

the previous case, any two of these non-normal subgroups will generate a metacyclic 

Q-group, either split metacyclic or quaternion. 

If G is a S-group then either (x, a) is abelian or is a split metacyclic ^-group. 

Notice that to have two non-normal cyclic p,-subgroups indicates that the prime 

Pi = i for both groups where I is the specific prime used in the definition of the 

i5-group. Furthermore, we have shown that all ^-subgroups of a B-group are abelian. 

If G is of type 5 or 6 above we see that G has both a Q-group and a S-group 

as subgroups so (x,a) can be abelian, quaternion, a split metacyclic Q-group, or a 

split metacyclic B-group. 

If G is Hamiltonian then (x, Q) is either quaternion order 8 or abelian, and if G 

is abelian then of course (x, a) is abelian. 

If G is non-Dedekind cind R{G)  ^ (x, a) then (x, a) is Dedekind and must be 

abelian or quaternion of order 8 by the previous paragraph. 
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Notice that in each case subgroups generated by two elements axe metacyclic 

and are either quaternion or split metacyclic. • 

It turns out that, along with the Dedekind groups, the groups discussed above 

form a complete list of the groups where R{G) ^ 1. We state this as the next 

theorem. The original proof of this theorem is the topic of a paper published in 

1966 by Blackburn [2]. Again the Splitting Theorem is used here to present a new 

proof. 

The basic outline of the new proof is as follows. We begin by taking a minimal 

counterexample G. Next we take a maximal subgroup M < G. Af is not a coun

terexample and must be one of the seven types of groups listed in the statement of 

the theorem. We show that G is generated by M and an element a whose order is 

a power of a prime. We then proceed to examine the different possibilities for the 

type of group M, producing seven cases. In general we show that extending M by 

the addition of the one element a must either result in ajiother group in our list or 

we obtain R{G) = 1. Either way we obtain a contradiction. 

In the cases where at least three elements are required to generate M (all cases 

of types 1, 2, 5, and 6 and some cases of the other types) we can use the fact that at 

least three elements axe also required to generate G and Proposition 14 to limit the 

possibilities for the relationship between a and the rest of the group. The Splitting 

Theorem and related techniques are used to further limit these relationships. In the 

other cases we see that G is generated by 2 elements, and in our context G is in fact 

metacyclic. The Splitting Theorem and Proposition 14 are again applied to limit 

our options. The details follow. 
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Theorem 15 (Blackburn 1964). Let G be a finite group and let F be an arbitrary 

abelian group of odd order. Then R{G) ^ I if and only if G is one of the following 

types of groups: 

1 .  G ^ Q s x C ^ x C ^  X  F ,  

2 .  G ^ Q i x Q i x C ^ x  F ,  

3. G is a non-Dedekind Q-group, 

4- G is a B-group, 

5. G is not a B-group but G = {A^l3,q) where A is abelian, {13, q) is quaternion 

(131 = and \q\=. A), B = is a B-group, and (A,g) is a Q-group, 

6. G = B X Qs X C2 where B is an odd order B-group, or 

7. G is Dedekind. 

Proof. Suppose that the theorem is false and let G be a minimal counterexample. If 

A/ is a proper subgroup of G then M is not a counterexample. If M is non-Dedekind 

then by Proposition 13: 1 < R{G) < R{M), forcing M to be of one of the seven 

types above. We will refer to these types of groups as type 1, type 2, etc. 

Let Af be a maximal subgroup of G, making M one of the seven types above. 

There  exis t s  an  e lement  a & G with  G = {M,a)  and ^  M for  some pr ime p.  

Throughout  the  proof  p represents  th is  par t icu lar  pr ime.  Not ice  tha t  i f  ^  G G\M,  

n is the minimal positive integer so that € M, and p is a prime divisor of n then 

Q = suffices for a above. Furthermore, as illustrated in Chapter 4 the Splitting 

Theorem tells us that the cyclic group (a) splits over its Sylow p-subgroup so that 

(after a fiirther replacement if necessary) we may assume that (Q) is a p-group. Also 
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notice that by Proposition 13 that if |Q| = p then G is the direct product M x (a)  

and is of the same type cis Af, a contradiction. So we may assume that |Q| > p. 

Recall that if M is in our list and is non-Dedekind then we must have R{G)  <  

R{M), which is an £-group for some prime £. Furthermore, £ = 2 and |/l(G)| = 2 if 

G has a subgroup of types 1, 2, 3, or 5 above. If the two primes p and E are not the 

same then R{G) ^ (Q) SO (a) is normal in G. We show that using this Q and this 

M we obtain a contradiction in every case. 

We now examine a variety of cases based on the structure of M. First we show 

that the counterexample G cannot have a subgroup Af of type 1, 2, 5, or 6 above 

(whether or not M is maximal). In these cases we will see that R{G) = 1 forces 

the group (M, a) to be of the same type as the subgroup M (or M is of type 1 and 

(A/, Q) is of type 2). This is clear if {M^a) is proper in G since {M,a) must then 

be in the list of groups above. If M is maximal we see that this is also true in the 

following three cases: 

Case I: G has a maximal subgroup M of either type I or type 2 above: 

Type I: M = (a, 6) x (c) x CJ x F, (a, 6) = Qg, (c) = C4 or 

Type  2:  M = (a ,  6)  x  (c , r f )  xC^ x  F ,  {a ,b)  =  {c ,d)  =  Qg.  

In either case we see that R(G)  =  R{M) = (a^c^) is a group of order 2. 

Notice that R{G)  is not contained in any of (o), (6), or (c) (or (d)  if M is t3rpe 

2). Thus each of these cyclic subgroups of order 4 are normal in G. Therefore any 

element of G must centralize each of a, c, and ac or it must invert two of them and 

centralize the third. 

Now consider G = (M, Q). If (Q) (1 (A,6,c) = I then R{G)  ^ (Q) and (a) < G. 

Notice /2(G) ^ so (a, a) is Dedekind and split so it is abelian. Similarly, 

(6, a), (c, q), and {d ,a)  (if present) are aU abelian. If p is odd or [al = 2 then G 
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is of the same type as M ajid we have reached a coatra^iiction, forcing |a| =4. 

However, we now see that R{G) = ^ but (ao) is not normalized by c 

giving us a contradiction. 

Therefore we see that (a) is a group of order 8 or 4 intersecting (a,6,c) non-

trivially. Notice that (a) must contain exactly one of the three involutions in (a, 6, c): 

a^, c^, or the generator for /i(G), a^<?. We notice that if € (a) then (a, a) is 

Dedekind and is hence abelian or quaternion of order 8. In either case a must 

centralize one of the elements of order 4 in (a, 6). By the Splitting Theorem the 

abelian metacyclic group generated by a and that cyclic group of order 4 splits over 

the cyclic group of order 4. Therefore (a, 6, a) splits over (a, 6), and G is of the same 

type as M giving us a contradiction. Similarly if 6 (a) then (c, a) is Dedekind 

ajid G is of either type 1 or 2 giving us a contradiction. 

Therefore 6 (Q). Notice that (ac^a)  is proper in G so it is either split 

metacyclic or quaternion. If it is split metacyclic then G is of the same type as A/, a 

contradiction. If it is quaternion then we may replace q by 7 where (7) is normalized 

by each of the non-normal subgroups of order 4. We see that at least one of a, 6, or 

ab is centralized by 7. Assume that = a. Now notice that 7"' = 7°'^ = 7*^. But 

then = C7^ since we know (c) is normal in G, we see that 7^ E (c). By replacing 

Q by 7 we reduce this case to the one eliminated by the previous paragraph giving 

us our final conclusion for case I. 

Case If: G has a maximal subgroup, M, of type 5 above. 

By definition we have the following: M is not a B-group but M = {A, /3 ,q)  

where A is abelian, {0,q) is quaternion (^5' = and |q| = 4), 6 = {^i0) is a 

B-group,  and  {A,q)  i s  a  Q-group.  We reca l l  tha t  R{G)  =  R{M) =  {q^) .  

If (q) n { /3)  = 1 then (A ,  a)  is Dedekind. If {A,  a)  is abelian then {A,a ,q)  is 
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proper in G and must be a Q-group. Similarly, (A, Q, /3) is proper in G and must be 

a fi-group. This forces G to be of type 5. If (A, a) is Hamiltonian then there exists 

7 G /I such that (0,7) = Qs, which is normal in G. Since (q, A) is a Q-group we 

see that q inverts one of or or ory and centralizes the other. Suppose it centralizes 

Q. In this case we see that {qa) is not normalized by 7 but {qa) fl (g) = 1 so we see 

R{G) = I. In fact, we have shown that R{G) — I anytime there is an element of 

order 4 that acts on a quaternion group of order 8 without centralizing it. 

Thus we see (Q) D { j3)  ^ 1. Notice that (a,/?) and (Q,*?) are each proper in 

G so Proposition 13 implies that they must be either quaternion or abelian. After 

replacement if necessary we may assume one of the following three cases. 

1. Suppose = /J^"" for some positive integer w. If (o,/?) is abelian then by the 

Splitting Theorem it splits with a central complement of order 2 and G is of 

type 5, a contradiction. Thus it must be quaternion. But then we see that 

(a, q) is either abelian or quaternion. If it is quaternion then Q centralizes 

at least one of the elements of order 4 in the quaternion subgroup of order 8 

inside {q,a). In either case there is a split metacyclic abelian group with a 

complement of order 2. This complement is not in M forcing a contradiction. 

2. Suppose = /?. In this case (Q,/?) is quaternion, (a, A) is a B-group, and G 

is of type 5, a contradiction. 

3. Suppose = q. In this ca^e (o,/3) is abelian and splits. If \f3\ = 4 then the 

complement has order 2 cind a contradiction is reached as above. Otherwise 

this subgroup splits over (/?) with a complement (c) of order 4. This comple

ment does not contain R{G) and intersects trivially with A so (c, A) is abelian 

and G is a jB-group, a contradiction. 
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Case III: G has a maximal subgroup, M, of type 6 above. 

By definitioD we have the following: M = (/3, A) x (a, 6) x where A is abelian, 

(a, 6) = Qs, and B = (^3, is an odd order fi-group. Let H — {a,b) x CJ, a 

Hamiltoniaji subgroup of M. 

If (a) n (/?) = 1 then (//, o:) is Dedekind and G is of type 6, a contradiction, 

(a) N (/?) ^ 1 then |Q| is odd so (Q, B) is an odd order iB-group. Once again G is of 

type 6, a contradiction. 

Case IV: Every proper subgroup of G is abelian. 

If all proper subgroups of G are abelian then M is abelian, but G is not abelian. 

Thus there exists some x G M such that {oc,x) is non-abelian. However, every 

proper subgroup of G is abelian so C = (or, x). Using the Splitting Theorem we 

may split the cyclic group (x) into a direct product of cyclic p-groups. If (x,) is one 

of the direct factors and (x,) ^ (x) then (x,, Q) is a proper subgroup of G so it is 

abelian. Repeating this for the other factors we see that G is abelian, which is a 

contradiction. Therefore, (x) has to be a p-group for some prime t 

Suppose G is not split metacyclic. Then we see that (x) D (a) ^ 1. Since every 

proper subgroup of G is abelian, the splitting theorem implies that both (x, a'') and 

(x', Q) are split metacyclic. The only way this will not make G split metacyclic is 

for each of these subgroups to be cyclic. In this case we see that G is metacyclic, 

and if it is not split it must be quaternion by the splitting theorem. In each case 

this is a contradiction. 

Therefore G is split metacyclic. We may assume that (x) fl (a) = 1 and there 

exists an integer, s such that = q®. If p ^ £ (i.e. the orders of a and x 

are relatively prime) then by the Chinese Remainder Theorem we may solve the 

congruence r = s (mod £) and r = 1 (mod |x|). Therefore we see that G is a 
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fi-group giving us a contradiction. So we see that G is a split-metacyclic p-group. 

Let choose y € (x) with |i/| = |a| if |a| < |x|; otherwise let y = x. Since [Q,X] is 

central in G, by Proposition 4 we see that, 

(yo)" = y"a" = y'»a"0+(«-i)(n-t)/2) 

Since is centralized by x we see that lx|/p divides s—1. Therefore unless (s—1)2 = 

2 and p = 2 we see that p does not divide (1 + (s — l)(n - l)/2). Except for this 

exceptional case, this implies that (ya)" £ (x) only if |a| divides n. But then |t/| 

divides |a| so (I/Q)" = 1, and (i/a)n(x) = 1. Thus since R{G) < (x), {ya) is normal 

in 0. However, {yaY = yo.' ^ {ya) so {ya) is not normal in G a contradiction. 

The one exceptional case is when (5 — 1)2 =2 and p = 2. In this case we see 

that |q| = |t/| = 4 and G = (j/,Q:) is a split metacyclic Q-group, which is the final 

contradiction for this case. 

Case V: G has a maximal subgroup, M, such that M is a Hamiltonian group. 

Since M is Hajniltonian by Proposition 12 we know that Af = (a, 6) x CJ x F 

where (a, 6) = and F is an odd order abelian group. 

If |Q| is odd then (Q, F )  is an odd-order proper subgroup of G. This implies that 

it must be either abelian or an odd order 5-group. If it is aji odd order B-group 

then we see (a, 6, a) is proper in G ajid must be a Hamiltonian group, implying that 

G is of type 6 and a contradiction. This forces (a, F) to be abelian. Again if (a, 6, q) 

is proper in G then it must be a Hamiltonian group, forcing G to be Hamiltonian 

and producing a contradiction. We now have G = {a,b,a). Notice that {a, a) is 

proper in G so it must either be a Q-group, abelian, or a fl-group. If it is a Q-group 

then G is a Q-group, and if it is a fi-group then G is of type 5. If a centralizes (a, 6) 

then G is Hamiltonian. In each case we reached the required contradiction. 
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If |a| is even it must have order 2, 4, or 8. If it has order 2 then G is Hamiltonian, 

a contradiction. If it has order 4 then if (a, 6, a) is proper in G we see that (a, 6, Q) is 

Hamiltonian, a non-Dedekind Q-group, or a group of type 1. In each of these cases 

G is of the same type, a contradiction. So we have G = (a, 6, Q). We also see that 

(a,Q) and (6, Q) are each proper in G so they must either be Q-groups or abeiian. 

In either case we see that a must commute with at least one of a, 6 or a6, and G is 

either Hajniltonian or a non-Dedekind Q-group, a contradiction. 

If |Q| = 8 then we may assume that = b. In p-groups every proper subgroup is 

proper in its normaiizer and 6 (a) so we see that (a, Q) is a metacyclic group. By 

the splitting theorem we know that either it splits over (a) forcing it to be abeiian, 

which is a contradiction, or it is a quaternion group, making G a Q-group and again 

giving a contradiction. 

Case VI: G does not contain a Q-group, but has a maximal subgroup, M, which 

is a B group, (i.e. M is of type 4.) 

Recall that M = A>^ {13) subject to the following conditions 

1. /? is an element of order for a prime 

2. is central in G for some integer s > 1, 

•3. A is an abeiian group, 

4. (|A|)^ = (} and 

5. for every a E A ,  a^  =  a^ with r = 1 (mod t ^ ) .  

Furthermore, recall that R{G)  <  R{M) = Also recall that the f. -

subgroup of M is abeiian, but M is not abeiian. Therefore there exists an element 

a ^ A such that |a| = p" and pi ^ where pi is prime. 
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Also notice that every subgroup of G intersecting trivially with (/?) does not 

contain R{G) and must be normal. If (a) n (/?) = 1 then (a, a) is abelian. If (a,/3) 

is proper in G then it is a B-group (or abeliaji if p = £) and G is a 6-group. If 

(a, ̂ ) = G then we know p ^ £ and G is a split metacyclic group. So there exists 

5 € C such that = a'. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem we know that we 

can solve the system r = s (mod |Q|) and r = 1 (mod |/3|). This implies that G is 

a 6-group, a contradiction. 

If (Q) r\{P) ^ I then, since G does not contain a Q-group, the splitting theorem 

implies that 0 will split over (a), reducing to the previous case unless /3 € {ol). We 

may assume = (5 and £ = p. If {a, a) is proper in G for then we see that G is 

a B-group, a contradiction. So we now have G = {a, a), a split metacyclic group. 

.\gain, as in the previous paragraph, we can solve a system of congruences to show 

that G is a ^-group, giving the final contradiction for this case. 

Case VII: G has a maximal subgroup M such that M is a non-Dedekind Q-group. 

(i.e. M is of type 3.) 

By definition we have M = (.4,9), A is abelian, and for every a 6 .4: a' = a*" 

where r = —1 (mod 2") where (jMDj = 2". Furthermore, there exists an element 

a 6 A so that Q = (a, 7) is a non-Dedekind Q-group and any proper subgroup of Q 

i s  Dedekind .  We a lso  have  R{G)  =  R{M)  ̂  R{Q)  =  {q^) .  

1. Suppose both (a, a) and {q,oi) are proper in G. We note that (.4, a) is also 

proper in G. 

(a) Suppose (qr, a) is a Q-group. Then if (A, o) is abelian then G is a Q-group, 

a contradiction. If (A, a) is a Q-group then we must have and 

(a, q) is quaternion of order 8. But then (9a, A) is abelian and again G is 
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a Q-group. If (A, a) is a jB-group then we must have ajid (a, q) is 

quaternion of order 8. We see that G is of type 5, again a contradiction. 

(b) Suppose {q^a) is abelian. If |Q| = 2 then G is a Q-group. If a has 

odd order then we can solve the system r = 1 (mod |a|) and r = — 1 

(mod 2"), implying G is a Q-group. If |a| = 2*^ for some integer, k > 2 

then this contradicts the fact that q inverts a^. So we must have |a| = 4 

and (q) D (q) = 1. If (a,o) is quaternion of order 8 then we see that 

(aq)" = a~^q ^ {aq) and {q)C\{aq) = 1 and R{G) = 1, a contradiction. If 

(a,^) is quaternion of order at least 16 we notice (aa) is abelian. If (a, 9) 

sp l i t  metacycl ic  then  {aa)  i s  normal  in  G s ince  i t  does  not  conta in  R{G)  =  

{q^). Furthermore, (aa) is Dedekind, and since it is not quaternion, it is 

abelian. So we see (aa) is abelian. But then notice (aa)' = a'"a ^ (aa) 

which forces R(G) = 1, a contradictioQ. 

(c) Suppose (9, a) is a split metacyclic 5-group. We notice that a has odd 

order and q plays the role of /?. Let s be an integer such that a' = a' and 

s = 1 (mod 2). In a manner similar to the previous case we notice that 

(a, a) is abelian. But (aa)' = a'"a'' ^ (aa), (q)n(aq) = 1, and R(G) = 1, 

a contradiction. 

2. Suppose G = {q,oi). In this case we see that G is a non-split metacyclic 

2-group and must be quaternion, which is a contradiction. 

3. Suppose G = (a, a). We may assume that a^ = q. If (a) D (a) = I and |a| > 2 

then we see that G is split metacyclic. Let 5 be an integer such that a° = a'. If 

|A| is odd then we can solve the system ri = 5 (mod |a|) and ri = 1 (mod 4). 

(Notice we also have r\ = = r (mod |a|).) In this case we see that G is 
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a B-group. If |a| is even, let c be an element in (a) of order 4. We see that 

if (c, Q) is not abelian then c" = c~^. But then c~' = c' = = c, 

which is a contradiction. 

If (a) n (q) ^ I then by the splitting theorem we know that {q ,  a )  is quaternion 

of order at least 16. Notice that since C7 is a p-group and (7, a) is maximal 

in G, (q, a) must be normal. Therefore, since the only elements in (g, a) with 

the same order as a axe all in (a) we notice that (a) is normal in G and 

(a, a) is metacyclic. Furthermore, by the p-group splitting theorem we see 

that it is an exceptional non-splitting 2-group. However by further inspection 

of the splitting theorem, we then see that 5 = 1 -t- for some odd j and 

= (1 -1- 2j)^ = 1 -h -t- 4p = 1 (mod 4). So we cannot have = — 1 

(mod 2"), and we have our final contradiction. 

This exhausts all the possibilities for M, so the proof is complete. 

• 
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